Prosperous and post-postmodern, but still struggling both with its neighbors and its past, Japan faces a host of challenges. The focus is Japan, but more broadly the seminar explores how values, ideas, history, citizens, organized interests, economic forces, international pressures, and state actors collide and find accommodation as countries struggle to resolve complex problems. The seminar looks at a series of contemporary debates as a window for understanding Japan and East Asia. How Japan resolves these and other issues and problems to be examined in the seminar will define Japan’s place among the industrial democracies and its future role in Asia.

Note: This course is a new EAS junior seminar for students on the EAS Japan/social science track; in the spirit of the GenEd reform, it is broadly interdisciplinary. It also has been approved as satisfying the junior seminar requirement for Gov concentrators. Prior coursework on Japan is NOT required. A background in the contemporary social sciences is useful, but NOT required. Space permitting, students from other concentrations such as Social Studies are welcome; to determine if space is available, please come on the first day of class. Graduate students cannot be admitted to junior seminars. Auditing is not permitted.

REQUIREMENTS

Students meet with the instructor 3-4 p.m. each week on Tuesdays for a lecture that provides a framework for thinking about the material, and for a two-hour discussion section with the TF at a time to be arranged. Both the instructor and TF welcome the chance to meet with you outside of class. We welcome the opportunity to work with students who are planning to write EAS Junior Papers in Spring 2008, and/or who are considering EAS or Gov senior thesis research or internships in Japan in the summer of 2008.

Class participation is essential for the success of the seminar. Students are expected to attend all sessions, and to come to class prepared. Participation in class and in the section counts for 40% of the grade. Students will also write five papers, 5-6 pp. each. The short paper should be a cogent, well-written essay that takes into account at least three of the readings for the week chosen. Papers should be turned in by class time on Tuesdays. If you must miss a class or discussion section for other than a medical reason, you must submit a paper in advance by email for that week’s readings. At least one of the papers should be submitted by Week 5, and a total of three of the papers should have been submitted by Week 11.

READINGS FOR THE COURSE: The readings for the course are available on e-reserve, unless they are available through JSTOR or as indicated. Since the topics we consider in the course are much debated and discussed in the media, we post additional items of interest on the course website, to which students are also invited to contribute.
Week 1 - **Introduction: Contentious Issues and Policy Choices in Contemporary Japan**

(9/18)

### I. GHOSTS FROM THE PAST

Week 2 - **The Postwar Settlement and the Current Debate over Constitutional Revision**

(9/25)

*Weekly page count: 128*

Like Germany after World War II and Iraq and Afghanistan today, Japan experienced a critical interlude of armed American tutelage. The chief legacy of the Allied Occupation (1945-52) was an alien, imposed constitution. What was the nature of relations between state and society in prewar Japan, and what was the vision for change in them embodied in the constitution? Why, despite repeated efforts to push change, has the Constitution of 1947 never been revised? And why, more than six decades after the war’s end, is constitutional revision at the center of a raging national debate? What is the prognosis for constitutional revision, and if it occurs, what difference will it make?


Week 3 - **Patriotism, the Legacy of the Emperor System, and War Memory**

(10/2)

*Weekly page count: 105*

The number of people still alive who experienced World War II dwindles daily, but the legacy deeply affects Japan, domestically and internationally. What exactly *is* the historical legacy that poses a problem for Japanese citizens and the state, and leaving aside foreign policy questions, why has Japan’s historical legacy posed such a problem? How has the prewar legacy affected the postwar education system, and how has the education system portrayed the prewar legacy? In the normal course of things, one might expect that as time passes, the problem posed by Japan’s historical legacy would recede, but the opposite has happened. How can we explain this? Why
has the textbook controversy been such a contentious issue both in domestic politics and in Japan’s relations with its neighbors, and under what conditions could the problem be resolved?


ADD: Karasawa piece??

---

**II. VEXING POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND CULTURAL ISSUES**

Week 4 – **Leadership, Corruption, and the Ruling Liberal Democratic Party** (10/9)

*Weekly page count: 163*

What do Japanese citizens expect of their leaders? Across the world, political corruption is rampant. Among the industrial democracies, no ruling party has had more staying power than Japan’s conservative Liberal Democratic Party, which, except for a brief fall from grace in the 1990s, has been in power continuously since 1955; and yet over this long era, political corruption has surfaced again and again as an issue. In virtually all other countries, such as Italy, corruption cases led to the demise of ruling parties in one-party dominant systems. Why didn’t this happen in Japan? And where do things stand today, and what do Japanese people expect from their leaders?


**Week 5 - Japanese Capitalism Reconsidered (10/16)**

*Weekly page count: 135*

The role of the state in fostering rapid economic growth has been the subject of a raging debate that continues today as the spotlight turns to China and India. The claim that Japan’s elite bureaucrats used a battery of industrial policy tools to bolster growth spurred the rise of the varieties of capitalism (VOC) literature in political science (which contrasts Anglo-American laissez faire approaches with the “coordinated” approaches purportedly exemplified by Japan and Germany). If Japan has been the linchpin of this theorizing, where does the debate stand today for explaining Japan’s postwar record of economic success from the late 1950s through the early 1990s? How did Japan’s economy go downhill so fast in the early 1990s, and has it recovered? What are the current problems plaguing the economy?


**Week 6 – Japanese Soft Power and Gross National Cool (GNC) (10/23)**

*Weekly page count: 102*
What is “soft power”? To what extent does Japan today have soft power, and of what does it consist? What about during the Meiji period? During the era of Japanese imperialism? The Bubble era? What are Japan’s assets and liabilities as it tries to project its soft power in the world? Is Japanese culture an asset or a liability? How have Japan’s strategies for projecting soft power, and the actual appeal of its soft power, changed over time? Is Japan more successful or less successful than in the past in projecting its soft power? In Asia, where Japan struggles with the war reconciliation issue, does soft power boost Japan’s efforts to improve relations with its neighbors, or is it largely irrelevant?


### III. CONTENTIOUS ISSUES IN THE WORKPLACE

**Week 7 - Whither Japan’s Workers? The Future of Japan’s Employment System (10/30)**

*Weekly page count: 62*

The hallmark of Japanese industrial relations has been an employment system in which the large and most competitive firms provide permanent employment and seniority-based wages to their core workforce (while other workers get far less). The goal of the top university graduate is to garner a slot in a big firm as a way to guarantee benefits and training, like study abroad,, promotion, and a secure future. Why did Japan choose to institute and maintain permanent employment; and to the extent that it has been successful, upon what conditions does its success rest? Ten years from now, will the permanent employment system be intact, and why or why not?


Week 8 - **Women's Struggles in the Workplace**  (11/6)

*Weekly page count: 113*

How does the nature of work in Japan structure the lives of men and women, and with what costs and benefits to women? How are the recession, technological change, globalization, nationalism, and other forces affecting gender roles and the position of women in the workplace? Japanese women have one of the lowest fertility rates in the world. Why aren’t Japanese women having children? What do they want?


**IV. CIVIL SOCIETY, SOCIAL WELFARE AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE**

Week 9 - **The Debate over Civil Society**  (11/13)

*Weekly page count: 120*

Across the advanced industrial democracies, citizens and organized interests play a critical role in policy debate and in public discourse over moral issues. But citizens’ roles and influence vary widely according to the issue area and a wide variety of factors, from “civic legacy” (Putnam) to tax law. How does Japan’s civil society stack up as compared to civic communities in the U.S. and Western Europe, and what forces are paramount for explaining the nature of Japan’s civil
society? What role do citizens play in public health issues like smoking, and moral issues like abortion?


Week 10 - Social Welfare in an Aging Society (11/20)
Weekly page count: 113

Despite a half century of political rule by a conservative, producer-oriented LDP, Japan’s welfare provisions, by a number of measures, rival those in the Scandinavian countries that have long been considered the gold standard, and this has been achieved, at least so far, while keeping overall costs as a share of GNP relatively low. But Japan’s programs, like those in other nations, have come under scrutiny. With a life expectancy rate that leads the world, and a fertility rate that is shockingly low, Japan faces an “aging society” (koreika) problem second to none. Providing welfare benefits to its rapidly aging population will be a formidable challenge.


V. JAPAN AND THE WORLD

Week 11 - The Debate over Immigration, Foreign Workers, and Japan’s Korean Minority
(11/27)
Weekly page count: 124
The solution to many of Japan’s problems would appear, on the face of it, to lie in throwing open the gates to more immigration. Over the world and especially in Asia, there is a vast pool of foreign workers who seek opportunity and who could provide the childcare that could make Japanese women’s working lives easier, bring new energy, skills, and creativity to the Japanese workplace, prepare Japanese children in the classroom for a multicultural world, and provide the labor that could help Japan address its coming labor shortage. Why don’t they do this? How has Japan dealt with its Korean minority? With its foreign workers? How do the Japanese conceive of citizenship and how do their attitudes and policies compare to those found in Western Europe and the U.S.?


Week 12 – The Yoshida Doctrine, the US-Japan Alliance, and the Debate over National Security
(12/4)
Weekly page count: 104
Why has national security been the single most divisive issue – as yet unresolved – in postwar Japanese politics? What forces shape Japanese security policy, and how can we explain the changes that have occurred since the end of the Cold War? Are these changes evidence that Japan is becoming a ‘normal’ nation, capable of contributing militarily to the resolution of global and
regional conflicts? Is there a uniquely-Japanese ‘grand strategy’? To what extent is this a product of Japan’s history, geography, and/or national identity?


Week 13 – **Tensions in the Neighborhood: Japan between China and North Korea** (12/11)
*Weekly page count: 97 pages*

Japan, like all other countries, faced a completely different security environment in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet threat and the end of the Cold War. What have been the major changes in Japan’s threat environment since the end of the Cold War? How is Japan responding to the rise of China, and the threat posed by North Korea? What role can the US-Japan alliance play in ameliorating these threats, and under what conditions could it aggravate them? How can we account for what many would say are Japan’s worsening relations with its Asian neighbors? Are they, in fact, worsening? Are there grounds for improvement?


Week 14 – **Japan’s Future** (12/18) Panel discussion.
*No readings for this week*